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Question for written answer E-010945/2011
to the Commission
Rule 117
Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE)

Subject: Investigation launched in Galicia into the importation of aggregate made from toxic waste 
from the Netherlands 

In September 2009, the Commission was alerted by question E-4968/09 to the enlargement of the 
Vilar de Colo industrial estate in the municipalities of Fene and Cabanas (Galicia, Spain) and to the 
accumulation of a huge pile of asphalt millings in an area next to the site, very close to the river Baa. 
These asphalt millings came from the Netherlands and contain bituminous materials from roads, 
recycled as aggregate, which were rejected at source because of their environmental pollution load 
and toxicity to human health. The Commission said in its reply that 'the Spanish authorities are 
investigating the case'. 

The bituminous waste, originating from the company Betum Recycling Centrale and used in various 
public and private building works, came from the Dutch port of Rotterdam and was accompanied by a 
European certificate (CE marking) issued by the Dutch firm Eeland Certification. However, tests 
carried out by Spanish national authorities showed that the bituminous material contained banned 
substances such as coal tar, which is toxic to the environment and can cause cancer in humans. 
Around a million tonnes were imported in this way from the Netherlands by Manmer S.L., which 
marketed it in Galicia as recycled waste. Attention was drawn to this situation in 2009 by several 
petitioners to Parliament's Committee on Petitions, as well as concerns being publicly voiced by the 
Amigos del Río Baa association and the Bloque Nacionalista Galego (BNG). The situation has now 
taken on a new dimension with the launching of 'Operación Arena' (Operation Sand), a legal and 
police investigation of allegations of bribery and influence-peddling linked to a member of parliament 
for the Partido Popular (PP) and of the importation of bituminous waste and ownership of toxic 
building materials by a firm belonging to the builder Fermín Duarte. The court responsible for this 
investigation has ordered the economic and tax crimes unit of the Spanish National Police Force to 
investigate, through the European Police Office (Europol), the suspect origin of the bituminous waste, 
which entered the port of Ferrol between July 2009 and 2011 from the port of Rotterdam, 
accompanied by European certificates allegedly confirming it as a recycled product. 

Is the Commission aware of this situation? Does it intend to investigate the monitoring of bituminous 
waste and other forms of toxic waste which are allegedly being freely transported between Member 
States in an uncontrolled manner?


